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Abstract
We study the decidability of the model checking problem for linear and branching
time logics, and two models of concurrent computation, namely Petri nets and Basic
Parallel Processes.

1 Introduction

Most techniques for the veri cation of concurrent systems proceed by an exhaustive
traversal of the state space. Therefore, they are inherently incapable of considering
systems with in nitely many states.
Recently, some new methods have been developed in order to at least palliate this
problem. Using them, several veri cation problems for some restricted in nite-state
models have been shown to be decidable. These results can be classi ed into those
showing the decidability of equivalence relations [8, 9, 24, 26], and those showing the
decidability of model checking for di erent modal and temporal logics. In this paper,
we contribute to this second group.
The model checking problem has been studied so far for three in nite-state models:
context-free processes, pushdown processes, and Petri nets. The rst two are models of sequential computation, while the latter explicitely models concurrency. The
modal mu-calculus, the most powerful of the modal and temporal logics commonly
used for veri cation, is known to be decidable for context-free processes and pushdown automata. The proof is a complicated reduction to the validity problem for S2S
(monadic second order logic of two successors) [32, 13]. Simpler algorithms have been
given for the alternation-free fragment of the mu-calculus [5, 21]. These results have
been extended to context-free like processes in [22], and to pushdown processes in [6].
The model checking problem for Petri nets was rst studied by Howell and Rosier
[19], who observed that a certain linear time temporal logic is undecidable even for
con ict-free Petri nets, a fairly small class. This logic is interpreted on the in nite
occurrence sequences of the net, and consists of atomic sentences, the usual boolean
connectives, and the operator F (eventually). The atomic sentences are of type ge(s; c)
(with intended meaning `at the current marking, the number of tokens on place s is
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greater than or equal to c') or of type (t) (with intended meaning `t is the next
transition in the sequence'). A Petri net is said to satisfy a formula if it has an in nite
run that satis es it.
In a subsequent paper [20], Howell, Rosier and Yen showed that the model checking
problem for the positive fragment of this logic (in which negations are only applied to
atomic sentences) can be reduced to the reachability problem, and is thus decidable.
Jancar showed in [23] that the positive fragment with GF (in nitely often) as operator,
instead of F, is decidable as well.
Although some of these results are very deep, they are also rather fragmentary.
The logics have been chosen in a rather ad-hoc way, because the main interest of the
authors has been to study particular problems (the main goal of [20, 23] is to study
fairness problems), and not the logics themselves. In particular, branching time logics
have received very little attention. Also, the logics of [19, 20, 23] contain an ad-hoc set
of atomic sentences, and the impact on decidability of this or other particular choice
has not been cleared up.
The goal of this paper is to o er a more systematic and global picture of the
decidability issues concerning model checking in nite-state concurrent models for both
linear time and branching time logics. For that, we recall some results recently obtained
by the author [15], and complement them with new ones.
We consider interleaving semantics and two di erent models: labelled Petri nets,
called just Petri nets in the rest of this section, and Basic Parallel Processes (BPPs) [7,
8]. Petri nets are a rather powerful model, which can be used to represent and analyse
a large variety of systems. No natural model of concurrent computation lying strictly
between Petri nets and Turing machines seems to have been proposed so far (context
sensitive grammars lie strictly between Petri nets and Turing Machines [33], but they
are not used as a model for concurrency). Therefore, decidability results for Petri
nets are very signi cant, because they cannot be easily generalized, but undecidability
results are not very conclusive, because a problem undecidable for arbitrary Petri nets
could be decidable for relevant net classes. That is why we also study BPPs, which (in
interleaving semantics) can be seen as a small subclass of Petri nets. BPPs are a rather
weak process algebra, in which processes are built out of action pre x, nondeterministic
choice, parallel composition without communication, and recursion. It can be argued
that any reasonable in nite-state model of concurrency will have more computing power
than BPPs. Therefore, undecidability results for BPPs should be expected to be very
signi cant.
The paper is organised as follows. In the rst section, we de ne Petri nets and
BPPs. Section 2 recalls the results of [15] on linear time logics. Section 3 deals with
branching time logics. In these two sections we consider action-based logics without
atomic sentences. Section 4 investigates how the results change when atomic sentences
are added.

2 Models: notations and basic de nitions

We introduce Petri nets and Basic Parallel Processes, the two models we study. Before
that, we need a few notions about transition systems.
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2.1 Transition systems

A (labelled) transition system T over a set of actions Act consists of a set of states S
a
and a relation ?!
S  S for each action a 2 Act . Aa path ofa T is either an in nite
a1
a2
n?1
1 : : : ?!
sequence s1 ?! s2 ?! s3 : : : or a nite sequence s1 ?!
sn such that sn has
no successors.
A transition system is rooted if it has a distinguished initial state. A run of a rooted
transition system T is a path which starts at the initial state; a state is reachable if
it appears in some run. The language of T is the set of sequences of actions obtained
by dropping the states in the runs of T (so the language may contain both nite and
in nite words).
In some proofs we have to consider the states of a transition system up to strong
bisimulation. A relation R  S  S is a strong bisimulation if whenever s1 R s2 then,
for every a 2 Act ,
a s0 then s ?!
a s0 for some s0 with s0 R s0 ;
 if s1 ?!
2
1
2
2
1 2
a
a
0
0
0
0
 if s2 ?! s2 then s1 ?! s1 for some s1 with s2 R s01.
Two states s1 and s2 are strongly bisimilar, denoted by s1  s2 , if there is a strong
bisimulation R such that s1 R s2 . This de nition can be extended to states of di erent
transition systems, by putting them `side by side', and considering them as one single
transition system.

2.2 Petri Nets

A labelled net N is a fourtuple (S; T; W; l), where
 S and T are two disjoint, nite sets,
 W : (S  T ) [ (T  S ) ! IN is a weight function, and
 l is a surjective mapping T ! Act , where Act is a set of actions (surjectivity is
assumed for convenience).
The elements of S and T are called places and transitions, respectively. Places and
transitions are generically called nodes.
A marking of N is a mapping M : S ! IN . A marking M enables a transition t
if M (s)  W (s; t) for every place s. If t is enabled at M , then it can occur, and its
occurrence leads to the successor marking M 0 which is de ned for every place s by

M 0 (s) = M (s) +

X

t2T

(W (t; s) ? W (s; t))

A marking M is called dead if it enables no transition of N .
A (labelled) Petri net is a pair  = (N; M0) where N is a labelled net and M0 is a
marking of N . The rooted transition system of  has all the markings of N as states
a M if M enables
and M0 as initial state. For each action a 2 Act , we de ne M1 ?!
2
1
some transition t labelled by a, and the marking reached by the occurrence of t is M2 .
The language of a Petri net is the language of its transition system.
Unlabelled Petri nets are obtained from labelled ones by dropping the labelling
function. Equivalently, one can think of unlabelled Petri nets as labelled Petri nets in
which the labelling function assigns to a transition its own name. With this convention,
the de nition of transition system and language of a Petri net carries over to unlabelled
Petri nets.
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2.3 Basic and Very Basic Parallel Processes

The class of Basic Parallel Process (BPP) expressions is de ned by the following abstract syntax [7, 8]:
E ::= 0
(inaction)
j X
(process variable)
j a  E (action pre x)
j E + E (choice)
j E k E (merge)
where a belongs to a set Act of actions. The BPP expressions containing no occurrence
of the choice operator + are called Very Basic Parallel Process (VBPP) expressions.
A BPP is a family of recursive equations

fXi def
= Ei j 1  i  ng
where the Xi are distinct and the Ei are BPP expressions at most containing the
variables fX1; : : :; Xng. We further assume that every variable occurrence in the expressions Ei is guarded, that is, appears within the scope of an action pre x. The
variable X1 is singled out as the leading variable and X1 def
= E1 is called the leading
equation.
The rooted transition system of a BPP fXi def
= Ei j 1  i  ng has the BPP expressions over variables X1; : : :; Xn as states; the leading variable is the initial state. For
a is the least relation satisfying the following
every a 2 Act , the transition relation ?!
rules:
a
a

E ?! E 0
E ?! E 0
a E0
a E0 k F
E + F ?!
E k F ?!
a F0
a F0
a E0
F ?!
F ?!
E ?!
def
(
X
=
E
)
a E0
a F0
a E k F0
X ?!
E + F ?!
E k F ?!
K is de ned as S
a
For a subset of actions K , the relation ?!
a2K ?!.
A BPP is in normal form if every expression Ei on the right hand side of an equation
is of the form a1  1 + : : : + an  n , where for each i the expression i is a merge of
a E
a  E ?!

process variables. It is shown in [7] that every BBP is strongly bisimilar to a BPP in
normal form (i.e., the leading variables are strongly bisimilar).
Every BPP in normal form can be translated into a labelled Petri net. The translation is graphically illustrated by means of an example in Figure 1. The net has a place
for each variable Xi . For each subexpression aj  j in the de ning equation of Ei, a
transition is added having the place Xi in its preset, and the variables that appear in
j in its postset. If a variable appears n times in j , then the arc leading to it is given
weight n. Finally, a token is put on the place corresponding to the leading variable.
It is easy to see that there exists an isomorphism between the reachable parts of the
transition systems of a BPP in normal form and its associated Petri net.
Also, it follows easily from this translation that:
 the transitions of Petri nets corresponding to BPPs in normal form have exactly
one input place,
 the places of VBPPs in normal form have at most one output transition, and
 all the arcs leading from places to transitions have weight 1.
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a

X = a ( X || Y ) + b ( Y || Y )
Y = b ( X || Y )

X

b

2

Y

b

Fig. 1 A BPP and its corresponding Petri net

3 Linear Time Logics

The contents of this section are taken from [15]. We show that the model checking
problem for Petri nets and closed formulas of the linear time mu-calculus is decidable.
The linear time mu-calculus is a powerful linear time logic, in which all the usual linear
time operators like `always', `eventually', and `until' can be expressed. We describe it
brie y, and refer the reader to [11] for more information.
The linear time mu-calculus has the following syntax

 ::= Z j : j  ^  j (a) j Z:
where a ranges over a set Act of actions, and Z over a set of propositional variables.

Free and bound occurrences of variables are de ned as usual. A formula is closed if no
variable occurs free in it.
Formulas are built out of this grammar, subject to the monotonicity condition that
all free occurrences of a variable Z lie in the scope of an even number of negations.
Let Act ? , Act ! be the set of nite and in nite words on Act , and let Act 1 =
Act ? [ Act ! . A valuation V of the logic assigns to each variable Z a set of words V (Z )
in Act 1 . We denote by V [W=Z ] the valuation V 0 which agrees with V except on Z ,
where V 0(Z ) = W . Given a word  = a1 a2 : : : on Act 1 ,  (1) denotes the rst action
of  , i.e., a1 , and  1 denotes the word a2 a3 : : :. With these notations, the denotation
kkV of a formula  is the set of words of Act 1 inductively de ned by the following
rules:

kZ kV = V (Z )
k:kV = Act 1 ? kkV
k ^ kV = kkV \ k kV
k(a)kV = f 2 Act 1 j (1) = a ^ 1 2 kkV g
kZ:kV = [fW  Act 1 j W  kkV[W=Z]g
Therefore, kZ:kV is the greatest xpoint of the function which assigns to a set
W of words the set kkV[W=Z].
The denotation of a closed formula  is independent of the valuation; we then use
the symbol kk.
A rooted transition system T satis es a closed formula  of the linear time mucalculus if every run of T satis es . Accordingly, a Petri net  satis es  if L() 
kk, where L() denotes the language of its transition system. Notice that, with this
de nition of satisfaction, it can be the case that  satis es neither a formula nor its
negation.
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According to our de nition, the denotation of a formula is a set of nite and in nite
words. This choice is due to the fact that we wish to de ne satisfaction as L()  kk,
and we wish to de ne L() as a set of nite and in nite words, in order to account
for deadlock properties. In particular, with this de nition we can express deadlockfreedom as
_
Z:
(a)Z
a2Act

Sometimes the denotation of a formula is de ned as a set of only in nite words, as for
instance in [11].
We de ne the model checking problem for the linear time mu-calculus and Petri
nets as follows: given a Petri net  and a closed formula , determine if  satis es 
or not. This problem is proved to be decidable in [15]. Here we just sketch the proof.
The decision procedure is based on an automata-theoretic characterisation of the logic
[35]. It is shown in [11] that, given a closed formula , there exists a nite automaton
A: and a Buchi automaton B: that accept the nite and in nite words of k:k,
respectively. It is then easy to see that  satis es  if and only if L() \ L(A:) = ;
and L() \ L(B:) = ;.
In order to decide these two properties, two new Petri nets   A: and   B:
are constructed, having the properties L(  A: ) = L() \ L(A: ), and L( 
B: ) = L() \ L(B: ). Then, the two following results are proved:
 L() \ L(B) 6= ; holds if and only if the Petri net   B has a run which
contains in nitely many occurrences of transitions of a set T . The set T can be
eciently computed from  and B .
 L()\L(A) 6= ; if and only if the Petri net A has a reachable dead marking
which marks some place of a set S . The set S can be eciently computed from
 and B .
The existence of the run was shown to be decidable by Jantzen and Valk [25]. Yen
shows in [36] that it is decidable within exponential space.
The existence of the dead marking can be decided by solving an exponential number
of instances of the reachability problem. The reachability problem is decidable [27, 30]
and known to require exponential space [29], but none of the algorithms known so far
is primitive recursive.

4 Branching Time Logics

The decidability border changes rather drastically when we move from linear time to
branching time logics. We have seen that a powerful linear time logic like the linear
time mu-calculus is decidable for a powerful model like Petri nets. In this section we
shall see that a weak branching time logic ise undecidable even for VBPPs, a very weak
model of computation.
For a smooth approach to the result, we shall rst prove that the modal mucalculus is undecidable for VBPPs. We introduce the modal mu-calculus very brie y,
more details can be found in [34].
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4.1 The modal mu-calculus

The modal mu-calculus has the same syntax as the linear time mu-calculus, just
substituting
hai for (a). It is interpreted on labelled transition systems. Let
a
T = (S ; ?!a2Act ) be a labelled transition system. Given a valuation V that assigns
to each variable a subset of states S , the denotation of a formula is a subset of states
de ned by the following rules:

kZ kV
k:kV
k1 ^ 2kV
khaikV
kZ:kV

V (Z )
S ? kkV
k1kV \ k2kV
a s0 ^ s0 2 kk g
f[s 2 S j 9s0 2 S :s ?!
V
fA  S j A  kkV[A=Z]g
Loosely speaking, a state belongs to khaikV if it has some succesor, reachable by
means of an a action, which satis es . We use the following abbreviations:
true = Z:Z
1 _ 2 = :(:1 ^ :2 )
Z: = :Z::[:Z=Z ]
[a] = :hai:
=
=
=
=
=

As in the case of the linear time mu-calculus, the denotation of a closed formula is
independent of the valuation, and then we drop the index  . Observe that ktruek = S .
A rooted transition system satis es a closed formula  if the denotation of  contains
the initial state.
The modal mu-calculus has the following property: if two states of a transition
system are strongly bisimilar, then they satisfy exactly the same closed formulas of the
logic.

4.2 Undecidability of the modal mu-calculus for VBPPs
We prove the undecidability of the model checking problem by means of a reduction
from the halting problem of counter machines [31] (more precisely, to the halting
problem for counter machines whose counters are initialised to 0).
A counter machine M is a tuple
(fq0 ; : : :; qn+1 g; fc1; : : :; cm g; f0; : : :; n g)
where ci are the counters, qi are the states with q0 being the initial state and qn+1 the
unique halting state, and i is the transition rule for state qi (0  i  n). The states
are divided into two types. The states of type I have transition rules of the form
cj := cj + 1; goto qk
for some j , k. The states of type II have transition rules of the form
if cj = 0 then goto qk else (cj := cj ? 1; goto qk0 )
for some j , k, k0 .
A con guration of M is a tuple (qi ; j1; : : :; jm), where qi is a state, and j1 ; : : :; jm
are natural numbers indicating the contents of the counters. We are interested in
the behaviour of a machine whose counters are initialised to 0. Therefore, we de ne
the initial con guration as (q0 ; 0; : : :; 0). The computation of M is the sequence of
7

con gurations which starts with the initial con guration and is inductively de ned in
the expected way, according to the transition rules. Notice that the computation of
M is unique, because each state has at most one transition rule. We say that M halts
if its computation is nite, or, equivalently, if its computation contains a con guration
with state qn+1 . It is undecidable if a given counter machine halts [31].
Given a counter machine M, our reduction constructs a VBPP with leading variable
M, and a formula Halt of the modal mu-calculus such that M halts if and only if M
satis es Halt .
If instead of VBPPs we were considering a Turing-powerful model like CCS, the
problem would be trivial: M would just be a faithful model of the counter machine M,
in which the occurrence of an action halt signals termination, and we would take
Halt = X: hhalti true _

^

a2Act nfhaltg

[a] X

which expresses that M eventually performs halt.
However, VBPPs are much less powerful than Turing Machines. The idea of the
reduction is to construct a VBPP which simulates the counter machine in a weak sense:
the VBPP may execute many runs, some of which { the `honest' runs { simulate the
computation of the counter machine, while the rest are `dishonest' runs in which, for
instance, a counter is decreased by 2 instead of by 1. We replace the formula Halt
above by a more complicated formula expressing that a certain honest run eventually
executes halt. Thus, the problem of having a `weaker' simulation is compensated by
a `stronger' formula, and it is still the case that the counter machine halts if and only
if the BPP satis es the new formula.

A `weak' model of a counter machine.

A counter cj containing the number

n is modeled by n copies in parallel of a process Cj.
Cj

def
= decj  0

The action decj models decreasing the counter cj by 1. Notice that VBPPs cannot
enforce synchronisation between the action decj and a change of state of the counter
machine. In some sense, the formula Halt will be in charge of modelling these synchronisations.
The states of the counter machine are modelled according to their associated instruction. A state qi of type I is modelled by the processes
SQi
Qi

def
= ini  (SQi k Qi)
def
= out  (Q k C )
i

k

j

A state qi of type II is modelled by the processes
SQi
Qi

def
= ini  (SQi k Qi)
def
= out  0
i

The actions ini and outi model the fact that the counter machine enters and leaves
the state qi , respectively. Notice that VBPPs cannot model the fact that from state
qi the states qk or qk0 can be reached, because in order to model the choice between qk
and qk0 we need the choice operator.
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The halting state qn+1 is modelled by the processes

def
= inn+1  (SQn+1 k Qn+1 )
def
= halt  Qn+1

SQn+1
Qn+1

Finally, we de ne M as follows

def
= SQ1 k : : : k SQn+1
def
M = SM k Q0

SM

It follows easily from the operational semantics of BPPs that every reachable state
of M is strongly bisimilar to a unique expression of the form
SM k Q0 i0

where Pk

k : : : k Qn+1in+1 k C1j1 k : : : k Cmjm
def
= P| k :{z: : k P} for k  1, and P0 def
= 0. For instance, the initial state M
k

k |0 k :{z: : k 0} . The expressions in which all the
m+n?1
indices i0; : : :; in+1 except one, say ij , are 0, and moreover ij = 1, correspond to the

is strongly bisimilar to

SM

k

Q0

con gurations of the counter machine. The nonzero index indicates which is the state
of the machine, and the indices j1; : : :; jm indicate the values of the counters. We say
that the states which are bisimlar to a expression of this form are meaningful.
Let f be the mapping that assigns to each ameaningful
statea the corresponding
a2
1 E ?!
3
con guration of the counter machine. A run M ?!
E
1
2 ?!    is honest if it
has a pre x satisfying the following property: the image under f of the subsequence
of meaningful states of the pre x yields the computation of the counter machine M.
Loosely speaking, a honest run of M simulates the computation of the counter machine
M, but if the simulation terminates (with the execution of halt) then it may behave
arbitrarily. It is clear from the de nitions that M has honest runs, but not every run of
M is honest.
We now construct a formula of the mu-calculus expressing that a certain honest
run eventually executes halt. For a state qi of type I we de ne the open formula
i = houtii Z
For a state qi of type II we de ne
i = [decj] false ^ houtii hinki Z

_

hdecji houtii hink0 i Z
This formula expresses that either the action decj is not enabled (which models
that the counter cj is empty) and then after the execution of the sequence outi ink,
(which models the transition from the state qi to the state qk ) the formula Z holds, or
after the execution of the sequence decj outi ink0 (which models decreasing counter
cj by 1 and moving from state qi to qk0 ) the formula Z holds.
Finally, we de ne
Halt = Z: hhalti true _
9

_n
i=0

i

Loosely speaking, a run of M satis es this formula if and only if it eventually executes the action halt, and the pre x preceeding the rst occurrence of halt is the
concatenation of small sequences of actions, each of which satis es one of the formulas
i . Each of these small sequences simulates one step of the counter machine.

Theorem 4.1

The model checking problem for closed formulas of the modal mu-calculus and
VBPPs is undecidable.

Proof: Let M be a counter machine with initially empty counters. The VBPP M

satis es the formula Halt iff it has a honest run that eventually executes the action
Since honest runs faithfully simulate the computation of M, this is the case iff
M halts.
Theorem 4.1 may not seem very surprising; the modal mu-calculus is known to be
an extremely powerful logic, and one may expect it to be undecidable even for such
simple processes as VBPPs. However, we will now show that the undecidability result
still holds for a small subset of the modal mu-calculus.
halt.

4.3 Uni ed System of Branching Time

The Uni ed System of Branching Time (UB) is a logic introduced by Ben-Ari, Manna
and Pnueli [2], where it is given a state-oriented semantics in terms of Kripke structures.
In particular, UB includes a next operator E, meaning that  holds at some successor
of the current state. Since BPPs are an action oriented model, we use a version of UB
in which the next operator is relativised: for each action a, we have an operator E (a),
whose meaning is that  holds at some successor reached after performing an a. Also,
we only allow the atomic sentence true, which holds at every state.
After these changes, the syntax of UB is

 ::= true j : j 1 ^ 2 j E (a) j EF j EG
UB is a fragment of Computation Tree Logic [10], which in turn can be easily
embedded in the modal mu-calculus (see, for instance, [4]).
We interpret UB formulas on a rooted labelled transition system. We denote that
a state s satis es a formula  by s j= . The satisfaction relation is inductively de ned
as follows:
s j= true
always
s j= :
i not s j= 
s j= 1 ^ 2 i s j= 1 and s j= 2
a s0 and s0 j=  for some s0 such that
s j= E (a) i s ?!
s j= EF i for some path (s1 ; s2; : : :) where s = s1 , 9i  1 si j= 
s j= EG i for some path (s1 ; s2; : : :) where s = s1 , 8j  1 sj j= 
We de ne the following dual operators:

A(a) = :E (a): AG = :EF : AF = :EG:
A rooted transition system satis es a formula  if the initial state satis es . The
model checking problem for a formula  and a BPP or a Petri net consists in deciding
if the initial state of the associated transition system satis es the formula.
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In the rest of the section we consider two di erent fragments of UB, which we denote
by EF and EG. The syntax of EF is obtained from the syntax of UB by removing the
operator EG (and implicitely its dual AF ). So EF can only express properties of the
form `always in the future  holds' (AG) or `sometime in the future  holds' (EF),
but not properties like `eventually in the future  holds' (AF). In [12] this fragment
is called UB? . The syntax of EG is obtained from the syntax of UB by removing the
operator EF (and implicitely its dual AG).
We prove the following three results:
 The model checking problem for EG and VBPPs is undecidable.
 The model checking problem for EF and Petri nets is undecidable.
 The model checking problem for EF and BPPs is decidable and PSPACE-hard.
Moreover, the model checking problem for EF is decidable for any class of Petri
nets whose set of reachable markings is e ectively semilinear (a concept to be
de ned).

4.4 Undecidability of EG for VBPPs

We proceed again by a reduction from the halting problem for counter machines. Given
a counter machine M, we construct a VBPP weak model of M and a formula h of EG
satisfying the following two properties:
(1) there exists a run of M such that all the states reached along it satisfy h , and
(2) if all the states reached along a run of M satisfy h , then the run is honest.
Let us see that, once M and h have been given, the undecidability result follows
easily. We de ne the formula
Halt = AF ( :h _ E (halt) true )

If M satis es Halt , then the runs that satisfy h at every state must contain a state
satisfying E (halt) true. Since such runs exist and are honest by (1) and (2), and
since honest runs faithfully simulate the behaviour of the counter machine, the counter
machine terminates.
Conversely, assume that the counter machine terminates. A run of the model M
either is honest or visits a state which does not satisfy h . In the rst case, since the
machine terminates, the run contains a state satisfying E (halt) true, and therefore it
satis es Halt . In the second case, the run directly satis es Halt .
Unfortunately, it is not possible to nd the formula h for the weak model of the
counter machine we use for the modal mu-calculus. The essence of the problem is
easier to see in a simpler process P given by
P

def
= QkR

Q

def
= qQ

R

def
= rR

Assume that P is simulating, in a weak sense, a certain system. Assume further that
the honest runs of P are those whose pre xes satisfy j#q ? #rj  1, where #q, #r is the
number of q's and r's in the pre x. It is easy to see that no formula h of UB satis es
a1
a2
the conditions (1) and (2) above. The reason is that, for every run E0 ?!
E1 ?!
:::
of P, we have P = E0 = E1 = : : :. Therefore, all intermediate states satisfy exactly the
same properties, and no formula of EG (or UB) can distinguish between honest and
dishonest runs.
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The rest of the section is devoted to nding another weak model of a counter
machine for which the formula h exists.
We shall often use formulas of the form E (a) true. To lighten the notation, we
de ne
EN (a) = E (a) true
EN (a) is read `a is enabled'.

The solution.

We make use of an idea introduced by Yoram Hirshfeld in [18]. If
we are allowed to split the actions q and r in the de nition of the process P above,
things change. De ne
P

def
= QkR

Q

def
= q 1  q2  q 3  Q

R

def
= r1  r2  r3  R

and de ne the honest runs as those satisfying j#q1 ? #r1 j  1. The following formula
h holds for all the states of a run only if it performs the sequence (q1 r1 q2 r2 q3 r3)! ,
which is honest.

h = (EN (q1) ^ EN (r1)) _ (EN (q2) ^ EN (r1)) _
(EN (q2) ^ EN (r2)) _ (EN (q3) ^ EN (r2)) _
(EN (q3) ^ EN (r3)) _ (EN (q1) ^ EN (r3))
From P, only the action q1 can occur, because if r1 occurs, then a state is reached
which enables q1 and r2 , and such a state does not satisfy h . We can then similarly
prove that after q1 only r1 can occur, and so on. Incidentally, the reader can check
that splitting p and q into two is not enough.
Once the power of splitting has been identi ed, the rest is straightforward. We
re ne our VBPP model in the following way.

A second `weak' model.
Cj

A counter cj is now modelled by
def
= dec1j  dec2j  dec3j  0

A state qi of type II is modelled by
SQi
Qi

def
= ini  (Qi k SQi)
def
= out1  out2  out3  0
i

i

i

In the other equations we replace outi by out1i for consistency, but the actions
outi are not split.
For the de nition of the formula h is convenient to introduce some notations. First
of all, in order to allow a more compact representation of the formula, we rename the
action halt to out1n+1 . Now, de ne

A = fout1i; out2i; out3i j 0  i  n + 1g [ fdec2j; dec3j j 1  j  mg
(notice that the actions dec1i do not belong to A), and let a1 ; : : :; ak be actions of A.
Then,
k
k
d (a1; : : :; ak ) = ^ EN (ai) ^ ^ :E (ai)EN (ai) ^
EN
i=1

i=1
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^
a2Anfa1:::ak g

:EN (a)

d (a1; : : :; ak ) states that the actions a1; : : :ak are enabled, no sequence
In words, EN
ai ai is enabled, and all the other actions of A are disabled.
The formula h is a disjunction of formulas. For each state qi of type I and for the
state qn+1 , h contains a disjunct of the form
d (out1i)
EN

For each state qi of type II, h contains two disjuncts. The rst is

d (out1i) _
:EN (dec1j) ^ ( EN
d (out2i) _
EN

d (out2i; out1k) _
EN
d (out3i; out1k) )
EN
and the second is

d (out1i) ) _
( EN (dec1j) ^ EN
d (out2i) ) _
( EN (dec1j) ^ EN
d (out2i; out1k0 ) ) _
( EN (dec1j) ^ EN
d (dec2j; out2i; out1k0 ) _
EN
d (dec2j; out3i; out1k0 ) _
EN
d (dec3j; out3i; out1k0 ) _
EN
d (dec3j; out1k0)
EN

)
It is not dicult to see that there exists a run of M such that all the states it visits
satisfy h . This run simulates the computation of the counter machine and, in case it
terminates, executes the sequence halt! = outn+1 ! . We now prove:

Lemma 4.2

If all the states of a run of the model M satisfy the formula h , then the run is
honest.

Proof: Let

E

SM k Qi k C1i1

k : : : k C n in

be a meaningful state of a run in which every state satis es h , and assume i 6= n + 1,
i.e., qi is not the halting state. We show that the next meaningful state of the run is
the one that corresponds to the next con guration in the computation of the counter
machine. More concretely, we examine the actions enabled at E , and check that only
one leads to a state E 0 satisfying h . Then we examine the actions enabled at E 0,
check again that only one leads to a state satisfying h , and so on. We terminate when
a sequence of actions leading to a meaningful state has been determined.
Let cj be the counter corresponding to the state qi that appears in E . There are
three possible cases: (1) qi is of type I; (2) qi is of type II, and ij = 0; (3) qi is of type
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II, and ij > 0. Since the procedure is very repetitive and requires to consider many
di erent cases, we only deal in detail with the case (2), i.e., the case in which qi is of
the form
if cj = 0 then goto qk else (cj := cj ? 1; goto qk0 )
for some j; k; k0, and E contains no copies of the process Cj , i.e. we have ij = 0.
The actions enabled at E are out1i, all the in actions, and the dec1 actions of
the counters which are nonempty at E (in particular, since ij = 0, the action dec1j is
not enabled). For each state F reached by the occurrence of one of these actions, we
exhibit either a disjunct of h satis ed by F (items marked with ), or a feature of
F from which it is easy to deduce that F does not satisfy any disjunct of h (items
marked with ?).
- The in actions lead to states which enable out1i and some other out1 action, or
the sequence out1i out1i.
- The dec1 actions lead to states which enable out1 and one dec2 action, but no
other action of A.
 The action out1i leads to the state

E1  SM k out2i  0 k C1i1 k : : : k Cn in
d (out2i).
satisfying :EN (dec1j) ^ EN
The actions enabled at E1 are out2i, all the in actions, and the dec1 actions of the

nonempty counters.
- The action out2i leads to a state which enables no out actions.
- The dec1 actions lead to states which enable one out2 and one dec2 action, but
no other action of A.
- The actions inl, l 6= k, lead to states which enable out2i and out1l, but neither
dec1j nor any other action of A.
 The action ink leads to the state

E2 

SM k out2i  0 k Qk

k C1i1 k : : : k Cnin

d (out2i; out1k).
satisfying :EN (dec1j) ^ EN
The actions enabled at E2 are out1k, out2i, all the in actions, and the dec1 actions
of the nonempty counters.
- The action out1k leads to a state which enables out2i and out2k .
- The in actions lead to states which enable either three di erent out actions or
the sequence out1kout1k.
- The dec1 actions lead to states which enable out2i, out1k0 and one dec2 action
di erent from decj2 .
 The action out2i leads to the state
E3  SM k out3i  0 k Qk k C1i1 k : : : k Cn in
d (out3i; out1k).
satisfying :EN (dec1j) ^ EN
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The actions enabled at E3 are out1k, out3i, all the in actions, and the dec1 actions
of the nonempty counters.
- The action out1k leads to a state which enables out3i and out2k .
- The in actions lead to states which enable either three di erent out actions or
the sequence out1kout1k.
- The dec1 actions lead to states which enable out3i, out1k0 and one dec2 action
di erent from decj 2 are enabled.
 The action out3i leads to the state

E4  SM k Qk k C1i1 k : : : k Cnin
d (out3i; out1k).
satisfying :EN (dec1j) ^ EN

E4 is a meaningful state. Therefore, the run executes

out1i in1k out2i out3i

from

E . This sequence faithfully simulates the transition from qi to qk while keeping the
counter cj to 0.

This concludes the discussion of case (2). In cases (1) and (3) we proceed similarly.
The only possible sequence in case (1) is out1i. The only possible sequence in case (3)
is
out1i out1k0 dec1j out2i dec2j out2i dec3j

Again, these sequences faithfully simulate the computation of the counter machine.

Theorem 4.3

The model checking problem for EG and VBPPs is undecidable.

Proof: Use the argument presented at the beginning of the section to prove that a
machine M terminates iff the model M satis es the formula Halt .

4.5 Undecidability of EF for arbitrary Petri nets.

This result was obtained in [15]. Here we brie y sketch the proof.
We prove undecidability by a reduction from the containment problem. An instance
of the problem is a triple (1; 2; f ), where 1, 2 are two Petri nets having the same
number of places, and f is a bijection between the sets of places of 1 and 2. The
mapping f can be extended to a bijection between markings in the obvious way. The
question to decide is whether for every reachable marking M of 1, f (M ) is a reachable
marking of 2 . Rabin showed that this problem is undecidable. A proof can be found
in [24].
A look at this proof shows that one can safely assume that all the transitions of 1
and 2 have some input place, and that all their arcs have weight 1. Let (1; 2; f )
be an instance of this restricted containment problem, and let T1, T2 be the sets of
transtions of 1, 2 . Assume without loss of generality that the sets of nodes of 1
and 2 are disjoint. We construct an unlabelled Petri net . The description of 
given in [15] has a mistake which is corrected here.
The construction takes place in several steps. At each step we add new places,
transitions, and arcs. We represent a node n (place or transition) having X and Y as
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input and output sets of nodes as X ! Y . If we wish to give a name n to the node,
we write n: X ! Y . All the arcs of  are going to have weight 1, and therefore with
this notation we specify at the same time the set of nodes and the weighting function.
The steps are:
 Add 1 and 2.
 Add three places A : T1 ! T1, B : T2 ! T2, C : ; ! ;.
 Add two transitions tAB : fAg ! fBg, tBC : fBg ! fC g.
Put one token on A, and no tokens on B and C .
 For every place s of 1, add a transition fs; f (s); C g ! fC g.
 For every place s added so far, except C , add a transition fsg ! fsg.
 simulates 1 until transition tAB occurs. Then, no transition of 1 can occur
anymore, and  simulates 2 until transition tBC occurs. After that, pairs of tokens
may be extracted simultaneously from a place s and its image f (s).
Let Dead be the conjunction of the formulas :EN (t) for every transition t of .
A marking satis es Dead iff it is dead, i.e., it does not enable any transition. It is
proved in [15] that a triple (1 ; 2; f ) is a `yes' instance of the containment problem
iff  satis es the formula

AG( EN (tAB ) =) E (tAB ) EF Dead )
tAB
1
M2 can be
This formula states that every sequence of the form M0 ?!
M1 ?!
tAB
1

extended to a sequence M0 ?! M1 ?! M2 ?! M3 where M3 is a dead marking. Since
every place s except C has a transition fsg ! fsg, the only dead reachable marking
of  is the one which puts one token on C and no tokens elsewhere. Therefore,  is a
sequence which rst generates the marking f (M1) in 2, and then after the occurrence
of tBC `empties' both 1 and 2. So, if the formula holds, for every reachable marking
M of 1, f (M ) is a reachable marking of 2 . The converse direction is proved similarly.

4.6 Decidability of EF for BPPs and other Petri net
classes
We prove the decidability of the model checking problem for EF and Petri nets whose
reachability relation is e ectively semilinear. We rst introduce this notion.
The markings of a Petri net with k places can be represented as vectors of k natural
numbers: the i-th component of the vector indicates the number of tokens on the i-th
place, for some xed order of the places. We can then identify the set of reachable
markings with a set of vectors.
A set X of elements of IN k is linear if there exist v; v1; : : :; vn 2 IN k such that

X = fv + a1v1 + : : : + an vn j a1; : : :; an  0g
X is semilinear if it is the union of a nite number of linear sets.

It is easy to see that every semilinear set can be expressed in Presburger arithmetic,
the rst order theory of addition (see for instance [3]). That is, given a semilinear
set X  IN k , there exists a formula of Presburger arithmetic with k free integer
variables x1 ; : : :; xk which holds for an assignment x1 := n1 ; : : :; xk := nk if and only
if (n1 ; : : :; nk ) 2 X .
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The reachability relation of a net N is the set of pairs (M; M 0) of markings of N
such that M 0 is reachable from M . When the reachability relation of N is semilinear,
we denote by Reach N (M; M0) the formula of Presburger arithmetic expressing it (M
and M0 are two vectors of free variables). The reachability relations of a class of Petri
nets are e ectively semilinear if they are semilinear sets, and moreover there is an
algorithm which given a net N of the class computes Reach N (M; M0).
To prove decidability, we reduce the problem to the problem of determining if a
given formula of Presburger arithmetic is true, which is decidable ([3]).

Theorem 4.4
Let C be a class of nets whose reachability relations are e ectively semilinear. The
model checking problem for EF and C is decidable.
Proof: Let  = (N; M0) be a Petri net of C , and let  be a formula of of EF. We

prove that the set of reachable markings that satisfy  can be expressed by a formula
F(M) of Presburger arithmetic, which is moreover e ectively computable.
The proof is by structural induction on the syntax of EF:
  = true. The set of reachable markings that satisfy  is the set of all reachable
markings of , which is e ectively semilinear by hypothesis. Take Ftrue (M) =
Reach N (M0; M) (i.e., we assign M0 to M).
  = : . Then F(M) = :F (M).
  = 1 ^ 2. Then F (M) = F1 (M) ^ F2 (M).
  = E (a) . A marking satis es E (a) if it enables some transition with label
a and the marking reached after executing this transition satis es . All this
can be easily encoded in Presburger arithmetic. For instance, let s1 ; : : :; sk be
the places of , and assume that the input places of a transition t are s1 and s2
and its output places s3 and s4 . Let M = (m1; : : :; mk) be the set of variables
corresponding to the places s1 ; : : :; sk . Then the formula

m1 > 0 ^ m2 > 0 ^ F (m1 ? 1; m2 ? 1; m3 + 1; m4 + 1; m5; : : :; mk)
encodes the markings which enable t and, once t occurs, are transformed into
markings satisfying .
  = EF . Then FEF (M) = 9M0 ( Reach N (M; M0) ^ F (M0) ).
Now, to check if  satis es a formula , it suces to decide if the formula F (M0 ) is
true.
It was proved in [14] that the reachability relations of the Petri nets corresponding
to BPPs in normal form are e ectively semilinear (this property also holds for persistent
and reversible Petri nets [16]). In this particular case, we can obtain the following lower
bound:

Theorem 4.5

The model checking problem for EF and BPPs is PSPACE-hard, even if the BPPs
are nite state.

Proof: The proof is a straightforward reduction from the problem of deciding if a

quanti ed boolean formula without free variables evaluates to `true', which is known
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to be PSPACE-complete [1]. Consider without loss of generality a quanti ed boolean
formula with alternating quanti ers
 = 9x1 8x2 9x3   9xn (x1    xn )
where (x1    xn ) is a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form. We construct in
polynomial space a BPP with leading variable S and a formula True  of EF such that
 is true iff S satis es True .
Let (x1 ; : : :; xn ) = C1 ^ C2 ^ : : : ^ Cm , where each Cj is a clause. For each clause
Cj , de ne the BPP
True Cj

def
= true C

j

0

For each variable xi , let Cit be the set of clauses of  which contain the literal xi
(i.e., the set of clauses that become true when Xi is set to true), and let Cif be the set
of clauses that contain the literal :xi (i.e., the set of clauses that become true when
Xi is set to false). De ne
Xi
True xi
False xi

def
= assign xi  True xi + assign xi  False xi
def
= prop xi  ( k Cj 2Cit True Cj)
def
= prop xi  ( k Ck 2Cif True Ck )

The process Xi can perform an assign xi action, which models setting xi to true
or to false, respectively. If xi is set to true, then all the clauses that contain the literal
xi are true as well, otherwise the clauses that contain the literal :xi are true. This
propagation of the truth value of xi to the clauses that contain either xi or :xi is
modeled by the action prop xi.
Finally, de ne the leading variable of the BPP as follows:
S

def
=X

1

k : : : k Xn

Since none of the equations of this BPP is recursive, S is a nite state process.
Let us now construct the formula True . First, we de ne for every 0  i  n the
following auxiliary formula
Assigned [i] = EN (prop x1) ^ : : : ^ EN (prop xi) ^
EN (assign xi+1 ) ^ : : :EN (assign xn)

Loosely speaking, Assigned [i] expresses the following:
(1) the variables x1 to xi (or no variable in the case i = 0) have been already set
to true or false, but the values have not been propagated (otherwise the prop
actions would no longer be enabled), and
(2) the variables xi+1 ; : : :; xn have not been assigned any truth value yet (otherwise
the assign actions would no longer be enabled.
We de ne the formula True  as follows:
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EF (Assigned [1] ^
AG(Assigned[2] )
EF (Assigned [3] ^
:::
EF (Assigned [n] ^
EN (true C1 ) ^ : : : ^ EN (true Cn)) : : :)))
This formula expresses that there is a truth value for x1 such that for every truth
value for x2 such that : : : there exists a truth value for xn such that every clause of the
formula  is true. So S satis es this formula iff the formula  is true.
Using results of [14], it is easy to show that the model checking problem for formulas
of EF without nested temporal operators (and arbitrary BPPs) is NP-complete. We
conjecture that the problem for formulas with k nested temporal operators is complete
for the k-th level of the polynomial time hierarchy, and that the model checking problem
for arbitrary formulas is PSPACE-complete, which would yield an exponential time
upper bound. Since it is known that checking validity in Presburger arithmetic requires
at least doubly exponential nondeterministic time [17], this result would improve the
upper bound derived from Proposition 4.4.

5 Adding atomic sentences

We study the impact on decidability caused by the addition of certain atomic sentences
to the logics we have studied so far. By atomic sentences we understand propositional
constants whose semantics is determined a priori by a valuation. In mu-calculi, atomic
sentences are equivalent to free variables. In the logic UB described in the last section
the only atomic sentence was true.

5.1 Linear Time logics

We add atomic sentences to a weak linear time temporal logic, and show that there exist
simple valuations which make the model checking problem undecidable for VBPPs.
More precisely, we show that, using these valuations, it is possible to construct a
formula Halt 0 equivalent to the formula Halt of EF, i.e., true for the same transition
systems.
The syntax of the logic is

 ::= true j EN(a) j : j 1 ^ 2 j (a) j F

where a is an action of Act, and EN(a) is an atomic sentence.
The logic is interpreted on the paths of a labelled transition system. We consider
the valuation which assigns to EN(a) the paths which start at a state which enables
a. Negation, conjunction and true are interpreted as usual. A path satis es F if it
contains a sux which satis es . A labelled transition system T with an initial state
s0 satis es a formula  if all the runs of T (i.e., all the paths of T that start at s0 )
satisfy . In particular, a transition system satis es EN(a) if and only it satis es the
formula EN (a) of UB.
We de ne the formula 0h of this logic as the result of replacing each occurrence of
an expression EN (a) in the formula h of EG by the sentence EN(a).
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We now construct the formula
Halt 0 = F ( :0h _ EN(halt) )
A transition system satis es Halt 0 if every run visits a state which satis es :0h _
EN(halt). Clearly, this is the also the meaning of the formula Halt = AF ( :h _
EN (halt)) of EG. It follows that the model checking problem for this linear temporal
logic and VBPPs is undecidable.
Notice that the addition of the atomic sentences has a dramatic e ect: without
them, the model checking problem for closed formulas of the linear mu-calculus and
arbitrary Petri nets is decidable; with them, the model checking problem for the weak
temporal logic given above and VBPPs is undecidable.
When model checking Petri nets it is common to use logics with atomic sentences
that express properties of the markings visited by a path. For instance, a sentence like
s = 0 is assigned the set of paths starting at markings which put no tokens on the
place s. It is easy to see that these sentences can `simulate' the sentences EN(a), and
so the undecidability results also hold for them.

5.2 Branching Time Logics

Theorem 4.4 has been proved in Section 4 for the logic EF, which has only true as
atomic sentence. Actually, the decidability result still holds if we add atomic sentences,
as long as we restrict ourselves to valuations which are expressible in Presburger arithmetic (i.e., valuations which assign to a given sentence a set of states expressible in
Presburger arithmetic). In particular, we can add sentences of the form

AM  B
where A is a matrix of integers, M a vector of marking variables, and B a vector of
integers. An example of a formula of this extension is

AG ( m1 + m2 = 3 =) EF m3 > 5 )
which expresses that every marking that puts a total of 3 tokens on the places s1 and

s2 has a successor which puts more than 5 tokens on the place s3 .

In the case of a Petri net derived from BPPs, [14] not only proves the semilinearity
of the reachability relation, but also the semilinearity of the set of Parikh mappings of
the sequences of actions executed by the net. Given a sequence  2 Act  , its Parikh
mapping P ( ) assigns to each action the number of times it occurrs in  . This result
allows us to extend EF further while keeping decidability. For instance, it is possible to
relativise not only the next operator, but also the other operators. Given an e ectively
semilinear set P of Parikh mappings, we can introduce an operator EF (P ), which
holds at a marking M if there exists a marking M 0 that satis es , and moreover
M 0 can be reached from M by the execution of a sequence of actions whose Parikh
mapping belongs to P . AG(P ) is de ned similarly.

6 Conclusions
We have studied the model checking problem for Petri nets and Basic Parallel processes
(BPPs), two models of concurrent computation, and di erent temporal logics. While
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modal mu{calculus
CTL*
CTL
UB

?? @@
EF
@@ ??

EG

Hennessy{Milner logic

Fig. 2 Branching time logics
Petri nets are a rather powerful model, BPPs are very weak. We have also studied an
even weaker model, the Very Basic Parallel Processes (VBPPs).
The following table summarizes our results. F+EN denotes the linear time logic
having F as single modal operator and atomic sentences of the form EN(a) (see section
5.1). EF+Pres denotes the branching time logic having EF as modal operator and
atomic sentences evaluated to sets expressible in Presburger arithmetic (see section 5.2).
Petri nets BPPs VBPPs
linear
linear time mu-calculus
D
D
D
time
F + EN
U
U
U
branching
EG
U
U
U
time
EF
U
D
D
EF + Pres
U
D
D
The most relevant conclusion is the existence of a `decidability gap' between linear time and branching time logics. The linear time mu-calculus is decidable for an
expressive model like Petri nets (when we consider only closed formulas), while EG
is undecidable for a very weak model like VBPPs. The linear time mu-calculus is a
powerful linear time logic, strictly more expressive than LTL, the linear time logic
most commonly used for veri cation [28, 35]. On the contrary, EG is a weak branching
time logic. Figure 2 shows a hierarchy of branching time temporal logics in order of
decreasing expressive power (when considered as action-based logics). All the logics
above EG are strictly more expressive.
This `decidability gap' does not exist for sequential models, like context-free processes or pushdown automata. For them, the modal mu-calculus is decidable, and
the modal mu-calculus is known to be strictly more expressive than the linear time
mu-calculus.
After the undecidability result for EG and VBPPs, the only logic of Figure 2 which
remains to be investigated is EF. We have shown that it is undecidable for arbitrary
Petri nets, but decidable for BPPs and other classes of nets with semilinear reachability
relations. These include persistent and reversible nets, among others (see [16]).
Finally, we have studied the addition of atomic sentences to linear time logics. If the
linear time logic with F (eventually) as only operator is enriched with atomic sentences
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able to express which actions are enabled at a state, then it becomes undecidable for
VBPPs. Loosely speaking, the addition of these atomic sentences make linear time
logics as undecidable as branching time logics. Therefore, the gap between linear
time and branching time time logics is in fact a gap between linear time and one-step
branching time logics, i.e., logics which can look only one step ahead into the branching
structure of the transition system.
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